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Abstract: Twite Carduelis flavirostris are Red-listed in the UK due to long term declines in
their distribution with Scottish birds now largely confined to the north and west of their former
range during the breeding season (Nicholas Wilkinson – Birds of Scotland 2007). In the
winter they move away from their upland breeding grounds and winter in arable areas such
as the southern Outer Hebrides i.e. Uist and Benbecula. The latter islands support a low
intensity arable system based on the machair, which can be found along the west and north
coasts. Crop rotation is widely practiced with many machair systems managed so that fallow
patches may be found adjacent to cereal crops. This combined with the lack of herbicide use
allows the machair to support a variety and at times an abundance of arable weeds. The
management of this habitat is changing and has resulted in a dramatic reduction in the
resident Corn Bunting Emberiza calandra population which may well lead to its extinction
locally. Considering the effect the changes in habitat are having on Corn Buntings it seemed
pertinent to assess the number of other species associated with arable areas. The following
report contains details of the number of Twite wintering in the southern Outer Hebrides and
the difficulties encountered in accurately assessing the population. It also compares the
results with a survey of wintering farmland birds completed by the RSPB over two winters,
2003 / 04 in the same area. Even allowing for the inaccuracies that will inevitably arise from
surveying such a large area over a number of days / weeks the numbers found during the
winter 2016 / 17 compare very favourably with those from 2003 / 04. It appears that the
wintering population has remained stable, possibly even increasing slightly during the last 13
or 14 years.
Introduction: Twite has recently been added to the list of priority species in the UK
Biodiversity Action Plan (JNCC 2007) as there is concern over their long term declines,
especially in the southern part of their range. The Birds of Scotland (2007) estimates the
wintering totals for the country as 14,000 – 35,000 (Nicholas Wilkinson) and mentions that
although it remains common in Scotland it is also a declining resident. The most important
areas noted during winter are coastal Orkney, Caithness, south-east Sutherland, Coll, Tiree,
Colonsay, Islay and the southern Outer Hebrides. This distribution reflects the Twites’
reliance on seeds throughout the year which in winter is often provided by foraging in arable
areas such as the machair in Uist and Benbecula. This coastal and marginal strip of land in
the southern Outer Hebrides is cropped in a low intensity manner with around half of the
area left fallow each year. This pattern of cultivation provides a habitat for a diverse and
abundant number of wild plants / weeds which is a valuable food source for wintering
passerines such as Twite. Large flocks up to 500 Twite have been noted feeding in such
areas although little is known of the current population levels and if this has been affected by
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the change from more traditional methods of harvesting to the now widespread cutting of
crops early for silage. It appears that the only other work in the last twenty years relating to
wintering Twite in Uist and Benbecula was a count conducted by RSPB in 2003 / 04 when
they recorded 2,811 individuals. The main aim of the survey was to obtain as accurate a
count of Twite wintering in the southern Outer Hebrides as possible and to assess whether
there may have been a recent decline.

Method: Two, all island counts (Berneray – South Uist) were completed during the winter of
2016 / 17. The first took place in November and the second in late January / February where
all, the likely feeding habitat was either walked or scanned from a vantage point to locate
flocks. When a flock was located they were marked on a map and numbers estimated as
best as possible. When-ever possible the flock was photographed and then counted at home
either on the pc or from print-outs to gauge the accuracy of the estimate. To try and
eliminate double counting as much as possible adjacent machair areas were counted either
on the same day or successive days although this was not always possible due to either
weather conditions or other commitments.
Results: A grand total: 3,230 Twite (not including Barra figures for comparison with RSPB
counts) were recorded during the early winter period between Berneray and Smerclate in
South Uist. The second winter count between late January and mid-February produced
2,766 Twite which is a reduction of approximately 14 %. Bruce Taylor also kindly counted
Twite in Barra during the same period (for a sense of completion) and recorded 131
individuals in November 2016 and 60 in February 2017.
Comparing the results between the main set of islands North Uist (including Berneray) held a
total of 1,577 Twite during the early winter and a minimum of 1,630 in January / February
2017. South Uist was home to 1,613 Twite during November although numbers decreased
by around 30% to 1,136 individuals in February 2017. In Benbecula Twite were only noted
during November when 40 were picked up during the survey.
The majority of the birds were feeding on the arable areas of machair that had been cropped
in the previous summer although on a few occasions during the early winter survey flocks
were also seen feeding in other areas. In North Uist a large flock was alternating between
the machair and maritime grassland along the shore whilst in South Uist flocks were twice
recorded feeding on Knapweed; at Balgarva and between Askernish and Kilpheder. A small
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flock was also recorded feeding along the strandline at the mouth of the Howmore River in
November. Only once in the later survey were birds seen feeding away from the machair
when a small flock was foraging along the strandline at Malaclate.
The table below shows the number of birds recorded in relative areas
Site

First Count

Second Count

RSPB Count

Berneray

730

400

27

Clachan Sands / Newton

0

210

238

Grenitote / Sollas

320

100

190

Balranald

227

400

462

Paible

200

410

149

Baleshare

100

110

138

Benbecula

40

0

-

Loch Bee / West Gerinish

590

235

0

Stilligarry / Grogarry

180

70

273

Stoneybridge / Frobost

610

711+

1075

Daliburgh / Smerclate

233

120+

259

3230

2766

2811

131

60

Barra

First count = 07/11/16 – 20/11/16
Second count = 29/01/17 – 18/02/17
The RSPB counts for North Uist = 04/12/03 - 11/12/03
RSPB counts for South Uist = 17/11/04
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The following maps show the distribution of Twite with the figures in red relating to the first
count and those in blue to the second.

Berneray (above) and Clachan Sands / Farm (below)
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Greinitote – Malaclate (above) and Balranald (below)
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Paible (above) and Baleshare (below)
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Benbecula (above) and Eochar / Loch Bee (below)
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Grogarry – Howmore (above) and Bornish / Ormiclate (below)

9

Frobost – Askernish (above) and Kilpheder - North Boisdale (below)

10

Smerclate (above)
Discussion: Comparing the results from 2016 / 17 Twite counts with those of the RSPB’s
from 2003 and 2004 (see Appendix 2) would indicate that the number wintering in the
southern Outer Hebrides appears to be stable or possibly even slightly increasing although
there are a couple of differences in the data collected. Firstly the counts conducted by the
RSPB were not aimed at counting Twite only but Corn Buntings with other passerines
encountered also noted. This in itself shouldn’t make a difference to the figures although
they also counted as a team so that the areas covered were completed faster. In South Uist
the RSPB counted the whole island in a day (17/11/04) whilst in North Uist the area was
covered over three days between 04/12/03 and 11/12/03. This should help eliminate double
counting as it gives less time for Twite to move about between machair systems which they
do a lot and was notable between the early and late winter counts in 2016 / 17. What was
also notable about the RSPB counts was that North Uist was covered in December 2003
and South Uist in November 2004 and therefore actually refer to 2 different winters as well
as both being undertaken in the early winter period. The 2016 / 17 were conducted twice
with the first covering all the islands between Berneray and South Uist in November during a
two week period whilst the second count also covered all the islands during a similar amount
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of time between late January and mid-February. Therefore the surveys undertaken 14 years
apart are not directly comparable and perhaps the best indicator of any change would be to
compare early winter North Uist figures between 2003 and 2016 / 17 and the early count for
South Uist in 2016 and those of the RSPB in 2004. In November 2016, 1,577 Twite were
counted in North Uist whilst in 2003 the RSPB counted 1,204 Twite in the same area. This
may indicate an increase of wintering birds although the chance that birds had moved
between one machair system to another between counts in 2016 cannot be totally ruled out.
The second count for North Uist in January / February 2017 does appear to support the
original figures from November 2016 as 1,630 were found on the second survey. As the
figures are so similar with only 53 birds or a 3% difference it would seem fair to assume that
the amount of birds encountered relates to the true population wintering and is not enhanced
by birds moving between machairs. It’s also interesting to compare the counts in South Uist
which were incredibly similar with 1,607 Twite recorded by the RSPB on 17/11/04 and 1,613
found in November 2016. From this it seems fair to assume that the number of wintering
Twite in Uist are stable or perhaps on the increase.
Looking at the figures for the early and late winter counts in 2016 / 17 there is a notable
difference between the two with 464 less Twite counted in February than in November which
is around a 14% reduction. What is notable is that there were 477 less birds counted in
South Uist in the February count whilst none were recorded in Benbecula in February and
North Uist numbers increased slightly, by 53. Therefore South Uist showed a 30% reduction
in the number of Twite between November 2016 and February 2017. Numbers of birds found
around Eochar and at the southern end of South Uist were fewer, in particular at Eochar
whilst numbers at Ormiclate / Bornish remained high and were possibly under-recorded due
to the difficulty in counting such large numbers of small birds with flocks that were both
mobile and fluid i.e. flocks broke up / formed and changed in size regularly. There’s a good
chance that numbers wintering in the latter area were under estimated significantly although
this probably also happened in November when the field observer experienced similar
issues. From observations it was clear that numbers had fallen at both the north and south
end of the island. It would be interesting to see if this is a regular feature as it may indicate
that the North Uist machair is in better condition (for wildlife) than that of South Uist; which
incidentally has lost virtually all its Corn Buntings. It’s also interesting to note that when the
larger numbers were present in South Uist flocks were seen feeding on Knapweed and
amongst rough ground as well as on the machair. In the late winter survey virtually all the
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birds throughout the islands were found on the machair apart from a small flock on the
strandline at Malaclate indicating that the majority of wild seed away from the machair had
already been consumed.

Twite feeding on saltmarsh plant

Difficulties in counting Twite:
Bruce Taylor, who is resident on Barra and was out around the island virtually every day also
helped with the survey by counting birds on the island in both November 2016 and February
2017. BT noted 131 Twite in the early winter and just 60 in late winter. The machair areas on
Barra and Vatersay are much smaller than in adjacent South Uist and undoubtedly lack the
capacity to hold many wintering birds. The numbers in early February were actually even
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smaller than the 60 quoted here as 25 were noted on Vatersay around mid-month which
appeared to have be absent since early winter. It is possible that these birds were still in the
area; as with such a small flock they could easily be hidden, although the island was visited
regularly. Twite are mobile birds that roam areas in search of food which although it makes
them difficult to count, does increase the chances that through regular visits they would at
some point be picked up. BT therefore suggested that the 25 on Vatersay had arrived from
somewhere further afield. On the 14th February 250+ Twite were counted on Baleshare
where two weeks previously only 110 had been recorded. This raised count coincides with
BT’s rise in numbers and suggests that birds had moved into the area from further afield
although the Baleshare flock could easily have been swelled by birds from nearby Paible
where 4 – 500 had been counted earlier, in late January. This highlights one of the problems
when counting Twite as an individual and over a numbers of days. Birds obviously move
between machair systems as is shown by the difference in flock size encountered between
early and late winter. In an attempt to try and prevent double counting the whole of a
machair system was counted in one day and adjacent areas were counted on consecutive
days, weather and other commitments permitting. Twite flocks don’t always stay as one
cohesive flock either and the size and distribution of flocks, especially on the machair was
very fluid which made estimating numbers difficult. When-ever possible the flocks were
photographed and the images examined afterwards to compare with field estimates. The
estimates were always less than the actual flock size and if all the flocks had been
photographed then the final totals would almost certainly have been higher. If more time had
been available then it may have been possible to photograph all the flocks although the fact
that they were so fluid with several flocks splitting and coalescing at speed meant that with
the larger flocks it was very difficult to arrive at an accurate number. These large flocks
tended to also be in extensive machair e.g. Bornish – Ormiclate, Paible and Balranald and
birds were very mobile. Even with several observers it would be difficult to keep track of
birds and perhaps the most effective way to count would be to have single observers on
different machair systems at the same time.
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There are around 550 Twite in this flock (the larger birds below are Lapwings)

Occasionally other birds were mixed in with the Twite, most notably Linnets which meant
that merely photographing the flock would not be enough in itself. In these cases the
proportion of other species within the flock was ascertained by counting individual birds as
they were always at a much lower abundance.

In conclusion during the winter of 2016 / 17 there was approximately somewhere between
9% and 21% of the Scottish wintering population of Twite in the southern Outer Hebrides.
The figures compared very favourably with the early winter counts conducted by the RSPB
in 2003 / 04 and appear to show an increase. Numbers of birds fell during the late winter
period in South Uist which may reflect the number of arable weed seeds available as the
North Uist population was roughly the same during both surveys and therefore Twite must
have been finding food.
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Appendix 1: Field data
7th November: Mileage 51 (Berneray - Clachan Sands).
Weather: Light northerly wind (force 3); mostly cloudy with very occasional brighter spells;
dry and cold
Began at Illeray where I walked the northern area of machair and part way down the west
side of Loch Brusda. Parked at community hall and walked up to south end of Loch Brusda
before driving across Borve machair and walking to west coast.
100 flew north at Illeray
30 were at south end of Loch Brusda
350 were by Borve Community Hall
250 were at the south end of Borve machair.

10th November: Mileage 29 (Malaclate – Grenitote and Udal)
Weather: Strong north-westerly wind (force 5 – 6) with some heavy showers.
Walked from Malaclate across machair towads Grenitote and then along Udal peninsula until
just before large dunes near tip (didn’t reach area at point) and then returned across machair
taking a different route. 10 Twite feeding in arable area; 310+ feeding on salt marsh habitat
with visit to arable field by picnic area. On return around an hour later had a flock of at least
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200 (possibly up to 300) by track heading to graveyard. The latter flock may well have been
the same as the 310+?

11th November: Mileage 30 (Balranald – Balelone)
Weather: Near gale force southerly wind (force 7) and cloudy.
Walked the machair at the south end of Balranald where 7 Twite were found discretely
feeding amongst the stubble. Later parked at coast and walked two circular routes around
machair which produced 200+ Twite to the south with some Linnets mixed in with the flock.
Flock could well have been larger as very difficult to estimate due to flighty nature and being
mixed in with Starlings. Another 20 Twite were seen just before reaching the visitor centre.
Finally drove slowly along the road to Balelone checking adjacent fields as rain began to set
it.
12th November: Mileage 22 (Paible area)
Weather: Moderate westerly to north-westerly wind (force 5 / 6) with sunny spells and very
occasional showers.
Walked across machair from Loch Paible to Rubh’ Arnal and picked up around 200 Twite in
the Balemore area. Not all together originally but on the return the flock had coalesced. Also
checked Kyles Paible where 2 Twite flew over.

14th November: Mileage 13 (Baleshare)
Weather: Misty with drizzle; moderate south-westerly wind (force 5) with poor light and bad
visibility.
Checked north-western end of machair and then walked out towards south end cutting back
across towards the road. Visibility poor and there’s a good chance that not all birds were
located. 70 flew past in a north-westerly direction and then had 30 shortly after feeding
amongst a flock of Skylarks and flooded / cultivated machair.

15th November: Mileage 30 (Benbecula)
Weather: Moderate (force 6 – 7) south-westerly, sunny spells and cloud.
20 were seen in stubble opposite Stinky Bay and later a flock of around 15 were seen at
Aird; plus 5 flew in that direction from Ronnie’s.
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17th November: Mileage 45 (Loch Bee and West Gerinish)
Weather: Moderate south-west to westerly wind (force 4) cold with occasional shower.
Drove along Carnan road and track to Hebridean Jewellery picking up 40+ Twite at Carnan
where they were feeding on weeds. Another 25 flew out of stubble and went west a little
further along the road / track. At least 80 were feeding on knapweed etc. at roadside south of
Balgarva. Lots were on stubbles at Eochar machair with mobile flocks that regularly split
making counting difficult but the minimum number was a flock of 300+ (photo) as well as 100
flying towards this group whilst walking back to Kilaulay where 70 (photo) were feeding in
stubble by track.

18th November: Mileage 50 (Peninerine – Grogarry)
Weather: Sleet at first but soon cleared. Light northerly wind (force 3) with a sunny spell.
Started at Peninerine and worked the machair up to the Howmore River. Then parked at
Howmore and walked to the river mouth where around 30 Twite were feeding on the beach.
Walked north up to Loch Grogarry where I was stopped due to a flooded track. 20 Twite
were feeding on Kapweed with Goldfinch just north of the Stilligarry track. Drove around the
Grogarry Lodge and then walked down on to the machair where 50 Twite flew north,
followed by another 30 and a flock of 70 flew west where the 20 had been earlier by the
Stilligarry track.

Barra (Bruce Taylor) – 21 Twite were on Vatersay. 40 Twite were around Borve / Craigston,
10 at Ardveenish, 20 at Scurrival and 40 at Eoligarry.

19th November: Mileage 65 (Stoneybridge – Frobost)
Weather: Moderate (force 4) north to south-west winds with regular shower; cold.
Started at Aird Mhicheal and walked south across the machair to the northern boundary of
Bornish machair. Twite were very mobile and difficult to get a reasonable count. Initially 50
landed on machair at Aird Mhicheal but as I was walking south 100 flew south past me. Later
as I reach Ormiclate machair another 70 flew south with 20 feeding on Knapweed in the
fields. Another flock of 100+ were on the machair but disappeared quickly. On the way back
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north 30 were feeding in a definite area near Ormiclate Castle, on the machair (also Corn
Bunting). Drove around to Bornish machair where a large flock(s) of at least 500 birds were
feeding near Loch Bornish although these soon split up. Walking south from Kildonan flocks
of 30, then 50 flew south past me as I neared Milton whilst 13 flew north.

20th November: Mileage 75 (Daliburgh – Smerclate)
Weather: Calm (force 3) north – north easterly breeze with sunny periods and occasional
cloud.
Parked at Daliburgh Cemetery and walked north along edge of Askernish Golf Course where
a flock of Twite were feeding on Knapweed along the edge of stubble. Flock estimated as 80
although photo revealed 93 birds. Walked south from Daliburgh to point at Kilpheder with 18
Twite flying south and 6 seen on the dune edge. Drove around to Boisdale and a circuit of
the machair produced 30+ Twite which flew north as I pulled up; 20+ south of the cemetery
and another 10 to north-east of the old net factory. Drove down to Smerclate where at least
80 Twite (maybe as many as 100) were feeding on Knapweed and other weed seeds at the
south-west end.

Late winter count 29th January – 18th February

29th January: Mileage – 27 miles (Paible and Balranald – didn’t walk around southern end of
Balranald)
Weather – light southerly wind; sunny and cold.
I walked the machair around Cnoc a Lin and Balemore to Knockintorran encountering
several flocks of Twite at the southern end. These were almost certainly part of a super flock
of at least 400 but could easily have been 500 birds at Knockintorran of which around 300
flew north towards Paiblesgarry. Another 10 were seen on the way back making a total of at
least 410.
At Balranald there was another large flock feeding near the visitor centre where cattle are
being fed; along with large numbers of Rock Doves and both Greylag and Barnacle Geese.
Goldfinch, Linnet and Greenfinch as well as Skylarks were also present with all the bird
getting up at the same time making estimating numbers very difficult. The flock by the
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campsite split with around 250 heading to the field by the access road to the vc and the rest
heading south-west. In total there were again at least 400 Twite in this flock.

30th January: Mileage – 13 miles (Baleshare).
Weather: Force 5 south-easterly; dry although cold.
Checked the north-west end of machair and then parked on the coast and walked towards
the east, picking up a flock of 110 in arable field just east of the car park.

31st January: Mileage – 33 miles (Grenitote)
Weather: Force 4 southerly, cloudy and dull.
Parked at Grenitote in coastal car park and walked across machair to Malaclate; coming
back via shore / dune edge to area north of car park and then back along strand edge. A
flock of 40 Twite were feeding on the machair around an area where cattle where being fed
at Middlequarter and another 60 were feeding on the strand line at the point opposite Vallay.

1st February: 50 miles (Berneray and Clachan Sands)
Weather: South-south-easterly force 6 – 7; mostly cloudy although fairly bright and dry.
Started on Borve machair, Berneray where 10 were located at the southern end feeding with
66 Snow Buntings. A large flock was spotted near the Community Hall which was very
difficult to count. In the end after several failed attempts to photograph the whole flock a
conservative estimate of around 400 was taken. The machair at the north end around Loch
Bhrusda was scanned from the eastern side of the loch for around 20 - 30 minutes although
no small passerines were picked up.
At Clachan Farm the machair was scanned from the main road at various points before
driving down to the cemetery. From here a few birds were spotted in feeding in arable fields
to the south and near Clachan Sands. This turned out to be a sizeable flock with at least 210
birds counted.

5th February: Mileage: 45 (Loch Bee and West Gerinish)
Weather: Light south – south-easterly wind, cool and dry.
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235 Twite were on Eochar machair. Walked across Eochar machair in a large circle from
Kilaulay before driving across machair to West Gerinish where I checked the fields from the
vehicle.

13th February: mileage: 26 (Benbecula)
Weather: Sunny and bright with brisk south-easterly wind.
No Twite were seen at all despite walking from Culla Bay through Muir of Aird and across
Torlum machair.

(14th February: Cycled to Baleshare and had a flock of at least 250 Twite feeding on the
machair near the coastal car park).

16th February: Mileage: 40 (Peninerine – Drimore)
Weather: Light north-westerly wind with occasional shower although mostly dry.
Checked the southern area from the road and then walked from south of the Howmore River
to the west side of Loch Grogarry where I saw a flock of around 70 on the machair / arable
fields from last year.

17th February: Mileage: 52 (Stoneybridge – Bornish)
Weather: light – moderate southerly wind, dry and mostly cloudy.
Walked around machair at Aird-mhicheil and then again from Ormiclate to Bornish where the
majority of the Twite. One flock (photographed) contained 550 birds although it was very
difficult to get an accurate number of the birds using the area as flocks were very fluid and
mobile. At least 600 Twite were feeding between Bornish and Ormiclate but there could quite
feasibly be over 700.

18th February: Mileage 84 (Smerclate – Kildonan)
Weather: Moderate – force 5 south-westerly with showers, occasionally heavy.
Checker Smerclate area and walked towards Garrynamonie although no Twite were seen.
Further north I walked south from Orosay before heading back north to Kilpheder with at
least 120 Twite found on the machair near the point. Then walked north from Daliburgh
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towards Askernish before driving around to Frobost; 111 Twite were photographed on the
machair here. Walked south then north from Kildonan although no Twite were seen in the
area.

Barra: (Bruce Taylor) 15 at Eoligarry and 20 at Craigston - 05/02/17
25 on Vatersay – 14/02/17 which were thought to new in as none had been seen for quite
some time despite regular visits.

Appendix 2: RSPB counts
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